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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The 2007 India Diaspora Seminar taught as a First Year Seminar by Professor Shalom Staub

COLLECTION DESCRIPTION

The collection is divided into 3 series. Series 1 consists of Interview Transcripts – folders of typed accounts of interviews conducted by various interviewers. Interview transcripts are organized alphabetically according to narrator’s last name. Series 2 consists of 14 student papers. Series 3 consists of corresponding Media – 8 audio cassette tapes, and 6 CDs and 2 DVDs.

[All entries in blue missing from collection, waiting for S. Staub.]

COLLECTION INVENTORY

SERIES 1 – INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS

SERIES INVENTORY

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS:

1.1 Bhandari, Akshat, interviewed by Sarah Buonacore. November 13, 2007
[CDR00015[Track 2], Student paper-- 2.1 ]

1.2 Dev, Kundan, interviewed by Amitabh Joshi, November 14, 2007
[ Recording?, Student paper -- 2.07]

1.3 Elalii, Mustag, interviewed by Umaina Khatan in Bloomsburg, PA, October 15, 2007
[CTX01025, Student paper—2.3 Restaurants?]

[Recording?, Student paper—2.4]

1.5 Luthra, Aradhana, interviewed by Kathryn McNamara in Clifton, VA, Oct. 15, 2007
[CTX01026, Student paper-- 2.5]

1.6 Maheshwari, Lata, interviewed by Bina Chandler, October, 2007
1.7 Mistry, Hemlata, interviewed by Johnathon Nieves, November 8, 2007
[CDR00017, [Track 1] Student paper—2.7 Indian Diaspora?

1.8 Mistry, Hemlata, interviewed by Hallie Yarger, November 8, 2007
[CTX01027, Student paper—2.8 on Language?]

1.9 Murali, Meera, interviewed by Sarah Hayes, November 5, 2007
[CTX01028, Student paper—2.9]

1.01 Panicker, Linda, interviewed by Anum Khan, November 2, 2007 in Conway Hall
[Recording?, Student paper 2.01 on Second Generation Dating & Marriage]

1.02 Satyamurthy, Nitarah, interviewed by Kerstine Martin, October 31, 2007
[CDR00015: [Track 1] student paper 2.02 on Inter-racial marriage?]

1.03 Shimi, Shumona, interviewed by Ashley Peel, October?, 2007
[CTX01029, Student paper—2.03]

1.04 Shukla, Ashok, interviewed by “I”, November 12, 2007
(transcribed by Hannah Farda)

1.05 Shukla, Ashok, with N.A.R.D. Hari Temple Study Team, October 20, 2005
(transcribed by Chelsea Allen) [CDR00019]

1.06 Singh, Devender, interviewed by Charlotte Himmelfarb, October 27, 2007 in Rockville, MD [recording kept by interviewee, Student paper 2.06]

1.07 Sirisha, KV, interviewed by Amitabh Joshi, November 14, 2007
[CDR00018 [track2], Student paper -- 2.07]

SERIES 2 – STUDENT PAPERS
SERIES INVENTORY

STUDENT PAPERS


2.3 Restaurants, by Uaima Khatan

2.4 Americanization of Indian Culture as Shown in Triveni Dance Studio, Boston, Lily Faught, November 5, 2007
2.5 Hybridity, Transnationalism, and Situational Identity in Second-Generation Indian Weddings, Kathryn McNamara

2.6 Changing Connections in Hinduism for the 1st and 2nd Generations, Bina Chandler

2.7 Indian Diaspora, Johnathon Nieves

2.8 Language, Hallie Yager

2.9 Persistence and Obedience in the Vegetarian Identity of the Indian Diaspora, Sarah Hayes, December 6, 2007

2.01 Second Generation Dating & Marriage, Anum Khan

2.02 Inter-racial Marriage, Kerstin Martin

2.03 Musical Preferences Encoding Identity: the Case of a Second Generation Bengali American in New York City, Ashley Peel, December 6, 2007

2.06 No Subject?, Charlotte Himmelfarb


2.08 Modern Caste discrimination in the Indian American Context, Tmnit Nur, December 6, 2007

SERIES 3 – MEDIA
SERIES INVENTORY

AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES

CTX01027: Mistry, Hemlata – November 8, 2007
CTX01028: Murali, Meera—November 5, 2007
CTX01029: Shimi, Shumona—October 2007
CTX01030: Shukla, Ashok – September 25, 2003
CTX01031: Gupta, Deep – March 10, 2003 [2 copies]

CD-ROMS

CDR00015: Bhandari, Akshat, November 13, 2007. [Track 2]
CDR00016: Maheshwari, Nitrarah, October 31, 2007. [Track 1]
CDR00017: Mistry, Hemlata, November 8, 2007
CDR00018: Sirisha KV, November 14, 2007 [Track 2]
CDR00020: N.A.R.D. Hari Temple Study Team, interview with Ashok Shukla, October 20, 2005 [track 1, 47:21] [track 2, 23:20]

DVX/// Hari Temple Study Team, Class interview, November 15, 2007. [2 discs]

This collection register was prepared by Carol Chromicky, May 08, 2008. This collection register was revised by Julia Sanguinetti, June 15, 2011.

DIGITAL VIDEOS

Indian Diaspora 2009

DVX00614: Amita Interview on Identity – 04/23/09
DVX00615: Amita, Taras Interview – 04/23/09
DVX00616: Ashlegpeel, Ashoko – 03/25/09
DVX00617: Joshi Interview – 04/12/09, Part 1 of 2
DVX00618: Joshi Interview– 04/12/09, Part 2 of 2
DVX00619: Mekund in class – 04/16/09, Part 1 of 2
DVX00620: Mekund in class– 04/16/09, Part 2 of 2
DVX00621: Patel, Sagar Lia Choyce (Interwier) – 04/27/09
DVX00622: Sahi, Bhipinder – 02/26/09, Part 1
DVX00623: Sahi, Bhipinder – 02/26/09, Part 2
DVX00624: Sahi, Bhipinder – 03/31/09, Part 1
DVX00625: Shukla, Ashkok – 02/12/09, Part 1
DVX00626: Shukla, Ashkok – 02/12/09, Part 2
DVX00627: Shukla, Ashkok – 03/25/09, Part 1
DVX00628: Shukla, Ashkok – 03/25/09, Part 2

This collection register was prepared by Julia Sanguinetti, June 15, 2011.